z	BEHIND THE FRONT PAGE
all dramatic parts neatly dovetailed. The result may be a
hodgepodge. If I but throw my pictures on the screen so
that events may seem to be happening now (and not to be
merely transcribed history), the success of this crude method
will be great enough.
The perpendicular pronoun I have been using in these in-
troductory remarks I must ask forgiveness for, but it neces-
sarily recurs in such a narrative, and I shall continue to employ
it in the rest of this journalistic enterprise. For a newspaper
man to write about his own experiences must in any case
seem somewhat forward perhaps. But why? I make no apolo-
gies to my colleagues, many of whom have had experiences
fully as interesting, or even more so. What the reporter does
to get his material he usually considers rubbish to be cast aside
—remembered, but not written. The use of the *T* especially
is unusual for a newspaper man. A study of the columns of
the daily press will reveal few such pronouns interspersing the
business of straight reporting. But undesirable or egotistical as
they may seem, are not these "Fs" shrinking violets beside the
editorial "we"?
My words in this book are not poetic. They are common
words. They come from a reporter, who does not act and
speak for himself, a reporter's business being to report what
others do and say. It is as one of the writers called into being
by the conditions of this age when everybody reads a news-
paper that I have culled from memories of things seen, from
scraps preserved of accounts that once appeared on a front
page (though usually anonymously), the material that goes
to make up this book. At least I claim that each episode is
presented correctly as to its fact, and its time and place,
What about these men and women who write the modem
newspaper? No one calls the "reporter" a literary man! Yet it
is a significant and admirable title that he wears. The term

